COUNTRY: (U) CHINA (CH).

SUBJ: (b)(2) CHINESE PEOPLE'S LIBERATION ARMY UNDERGROUND DEPOT FACILITY IN GUILIN CITY, GUANGXI ZHUANGZU AUTONOMOUS REGION (U)

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. XXXX XXXXXX XX XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

DOI: (U) 20090923.

REQS: (U) (b)(2)
SUMMARY: (U) THE UNDERGROUND STORAGE FACILITY AT A PETROLEUM, OIL AND LUBRICANTS DEPOT SUBORDINATE TO THE PEOPLE'S LIBERATION ARMY 20TH JOINT LOGISTICS SUB-DEPARTMENT, GUANGZHOU MILITARY REGION, PROVIDES PETROLEUM PRODUCTS TO TACTICAL MANEUVER UNITS. ENCLOSURES.

1. (U) A PETROLEUM, OIL AND LUBRICANTS (POL) DEPOT, SUBORDINATE TO THE PEOPLE'S LIBERATION ARMY (PLA) 20TH JOINT LOGISTICS SUB-DEPARTMENT, GUANGZHOU MILITARY REGION (MR), IS LOCATED IN GUILIN CITY, GUANGXI ZHUANGZU AUTONOMOUS REGION.

2. (U) DEPOT SPECIFICS

   THE POL DEPOT (CHINESE -- YOULIAO CANGKU, STC 3111/2436/0221/1655), MILITARY UNIT CODE DESIGNATION (MUCD) 76144 (b)(7)(E) IS SUBORDINATE TO THE GUANGZHOU MR 20TH JOINT LOGISTICS SUB-DEPARTMENT (CHINESE -- LIANQIN FENBU, STC 5114/0530/0433/6752), MUCD 76140 (b)(2) HEADQUARTERED IN XIUFENG DISTRICT (QU), GUILIN CITY (SI) (b)(2) GUANGXI ZHUANGZU AUTONOMOUS REGION (b)(7)(E) THE DEPOT IS LOCATED IN YANGUAN TOWN (ZHEN), XING'AN COUNTY (XIAN) (b)(2) GUILIN CITY, IN GUANGXI ZHUANGZU AUTONOMOUS REGION, POSTAL CODE 541300 (b)(7)(E) THE DEPOT CONDUCTED COMBAT POL SUPPORT TRAINING (CHINESE -- YOULIAO ZHUANYE YINGJI BAOZHANG XUNLIAN, STC 3111/2436/1413/2814/2019/1838/0202/7140/6064/4886) IN 2008 (b)(7)(E) AS OF AUGUST 2009, THE DEPOT DIRECTOR IS
((YAN)) SHAO (STC 7346/4801) AND THE POLITICAL OFFICER IS ((PENG)) ZHANGHUI (STC 1756/1757/6540)  

3. (U) FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

POL DEPOT UNDERGROUND STORAGE CAVERNS FEATURE STORAGE TANKS (CHINESE -- YOUGUAN, STC 3111/4984) (ENCLOSURE 1)  

THE DEPOT UTILIZES TANKER TRUCKS (CHINESE -- YUNYOUCHE, STC 6663/3111/6508)  

AND POL FIELD STORAGE AND FUELING EQUIPMENT (CHINESE -- YEZHAN YOUKU, STC 6851/2069/3111/1655) (ENCLOSURE 3)  

(FIELD COMMENT -- DEPOT PERSONNEL IN ENCLOSURE 3 APPEAR TO BE WORKING WITH A TWIN AXLE TRAILER-MOUNTED PUMP AND PETROLEUM STORAGE BLADDERS)  

ENCL: (U) AVAILABLE ON WEBSITES -- THREE ENCLOSURES.
(b) (2)

DISSEM: (U) FIELD -- NONE.
WARNING: (U) XXXX XXXXXX XX XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX.

(b) (2)

DECLASSIFY ON -- YYYYMMDD